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The sunrise glinted off of the mirror like silver fuselage causing me to squint. If the 

reflection caught you just right, the brightness could be very blinding. It had taken me a 

week’s work to remove the camouflage paint and buff it out like this; but it was what was 

requested of me. Though I did this under protest, I still did it out of respect, and love. 

 

Our side was losing the war, that much was a given, but today was a special day… one 

that the enemy had invited, and one that my pilot and ward Marshal Fox gladly accepted 

as a matter of honor.  

 

I will call him proudly by his name now and not mention his pack ranking among the 

others of our unit. He was the best, and I was the best’s Batman. He was a Fox, small in 

stature; quick of reflex and wit. I was a Skunk, round of body, a bit clumsy and not very 

noisy.  

 

Among the Air Wolfs, we were an oddity. I certainly heard more than my fair share of 

derisive comments uttered behind my back concerning the two of us. Those were made 

by the ones too afraid to say something openly… the pack members of a lower standing. 

They were jealous that Marshal had risen as far as he had simply on his own ability. He 

was an ace ten times over and greatly feared by those who opposed us. 

 



I had not wanted this day to come and that feeling made the morning surreal. As I stood 

on her wing polishing the canopy for the umpteenth time, I heard my ward call out to me 

in the cheery voice I will always remember. 

 

“OY! Clarence! Enough already, you’re going to rub a hole in the damned thing.” 

 

Turning, I quickly hopped off the wing and saluted. “Good morning, sir. I hope you slept 

well.” 

 

The Fox frowned at me. “Stop that ya silly Skunk. There’s only you and me here. No 

need for all that military clap trap, eh?” Placing his duffle on the ground, he said, “Come 

give me a hug.” 

 

I was only too happy to comply, though I kept it brief. He smelled of cinnamon and gin, a 

drink only he was partial too; but I also knew from experience that he was cold stone 

sober when flying. 

 

“Splashed it on myself after I woke,” he whispered, reading my thoughts. “Did it for luck 

don’t cha know.” 

 

I choked, but caught myself. 

 

 “Is the old girl ready?” he asked me as I broke the hug. 

 

“Yes, sir” I replied. I wanted to say more, but emotionally I couldn’t without breaking 

down; though I did manage to smile for him. 

 

“Ammunition’s at half and the armor back removed?” 

 

I nodded. 

 

“Fueled full up?” 

 

I nodded again. 

 

“Good,” he replied, and then bent and removed two bottles from the duffle. “I won these 

in a card game last night… the purest of pure Vodka from the Commander’s own stock.” 

Leaning forward, he whispered in my ear, “Cheated like hell, palming the cards while 

dealing just like ya taught me ta do.” He followed this with a kiss to my cheek. “Put one 

bottle in each tank, and then make her ready. I have to check in at the Operations Center, 

and then I’ll be back. The silly bastards were all wanting to come out and give me a big 

send off, but I told the Commander it would bring bad luck and I would deliberately 

crash on takeoff if they did.” 

 

“Will you have company, sir?” 

 



“Each side has one watcher; a twin engine light bomber. They’ll carry cameras so the 

wining side can call propaganda rights.” 

 

He handed me the bottles and then slapped me on the bum. “Get to it old friend.” 

 

With that he was off to the center, and me crying like a baby as I added the vodka to the 

tanks. Combat was one thing, but a duel, if that’s what it was to be called, smelled too 

much of a sure death. 

 

----------------------------------- 

 

Our unit flew pork barreled looking Sircoys, though I was willing to bet the enemy had 

never seen one quite like this. I’d spent a week with the mechs changing out the big 

double banked radial engine for one with only a hundred hours on it. They checked it and 

rechecked it, until it was the best they could possibly make it. As an ace up the sleeve, 

and something Marshal had insisted upon, they removed the throttle governor. The prop 

was still governed, of course. For this they gave me some explanation that the tips had to 

remain below a certain speed or it would lose efficiency; but if the pilot so chose, he 

could boost up a good hundred horsepower and keep her there until the engine melted, 

which would occur in perhaps ten minutes time. 

 

I also had all of his ammunition closely inspected and then hand linked to prevent any 

jammed guns. Then I had his parachute readied by the unit’s best packer using virgin silk. 

He, of course, told me with a wink and a nod that he expected it back exactly as I’d 

received it. 

 

When I was done adding the vodka to his fuel, and yes I took two good swallows, I 

checked the ship’s chocks for security. After ensuring they were snug tight, I climbed the 

right wing and pressed my body against the starter bar, slowly winding up the centrifugal 

starter. When it was rightly whining, I reached into the cockpit and, leaving the ignition 

off, pulled the ‘T’ handle mating starter to engine. This allowed the prop to swing 

through several times so every moving part would get a pre-lube before running.  

 

There was a distant pop, and the alert flare shot into the sky; enemy aircraft had been 

spotted. I looked skyward, using my ears like radar, and quickly spotted them. Just as the 

dueling rules stipulated, there was the fighter, and a lone light bomber. I estimated five 

minutes for them to buzz the field, and began turning the starter crank again. This time, 

when she was ready, I slipped into the cockpit, flipped the ignition switch on, and pulled 

the ‘T’ handle. The prop swung through with a straining sound. I counted three blades 

before applying fuel.  

 

With a splutter and a good amount of black smoke, she caught with a roar and quickly 

accelerated until I throttled her down. Watching the indicators for warm up, I next 

adjusted the cowl flaps as the temps came up. I wasn’t even aware that Marshal was 

standing on the wing until he patted me on the head.  

 



Placing his snout next to my ear, he shouted, “Pull the chocks and then get your arse over 

to the bomber! Your seat is in the glass nose!” 

 

I began to protest, but he yelled that it was an order. His features were now set and he 

was no longer smiling. “I want you close Clarence, I know it’s selfish, but I’d feel better 

if you were there to watch.” 

 

Scrambling out of the cockpit, I stood by as he climbed in and then quickly did up his 

parachute and seat belt. When he was all strapped in, I gave him the thumbs up and he 

returned the single digit salute. He then yelled at the top of his lungs, “I love you Mr. 

Skunk!” 

 

As I looked on slack jawed, he grinned at me and then pulled the canopy closed; 

motioning that I should hurry and snag away the chocks. 

 

------------------------------ 

 

 

I absolutely hate flying at the best of times. That morning, strapped into the glass nose of 

a bomber and trundling down the runway, I found my stomach somewhere up around my 

throat. Mostly I knew it was simple anxiety as I wasn’t all that sure we were going to get 

off the ground. On board were no less than ten extra bodies, all using the title of 

‘observer’ to mask their real intensions of blood thirsty voyeurism. Where I had a totally 

clear view of the air action, however, the Wolfs would have to stuff their faces to what 

windows or viewing ports were available. I should have felt good for that, but I didn’t. 

 

With a push of the throttles, we followed Marshal’s Sircoy out onto the field. I could see 

that his engine was breathing freely just from the color of its exhaust. The mechs taught 

me a lot in that one week. Though they kept the squadron flying, the Wolf’s never truly 

appreciated their talents. To these pilots, the Dogs were nothing more than a convenient 

wrench.  

 

In seconds the Fox had advanced his throttle to half full and his tail was up. His prop 

wash buffeted the bomber. I heard our own engines increase then; the thrum of the 

unsynchronized propellers permeating the inside of the bombardier’s compartment. There 

was a tap on my shoulder and the co-pilot passed me a leather helmet with built in head 

set. He motioned to me to put it on and plug it in. Some of the Wolfs were not such a bad 

sort. By the time I had it on we were a hundred feet in the air and laboriously climbing.  

 

“Tango Foxtrot One to Tango Foxtrot Two,” came across the radio. The voice had the 

accent of the enemy, but the words were spoken in Wolf.  

 

“Go ahead,” I heard Marshal reply. “It’s not too late to turn around.” 

 

“Far too late,” he replied calmly. “I give you preference of altitude Tango Foxtrot Two. 

We will fly towards each other and pass left to left.” 



 

“Like a joust!” Marshal cried out. 

 

“Knights of the Sky!” replied the other pilot in a voice of joviality. 

 

Over the noise of the aircraft, I heard the Wolfs crammed into the body of the bomber 

cheering. I wanted to curse them, but I remained calm for my pilot’s sake. We had many 

conversations about the Wolf mentality. Neither of us truly understood them… perhaps 

this is what bonded us. Fate had thrown us together and all the pack mentality 

idiosyncrasies kept us together like the flower paste of papier-mâché. 

 

As we passed eight thousand, I saw Marshal do a lazy roll and the sun glinted off of his 

wings again. I smiled seeing nature’s proof of my handy work. He’d been using one of 

the spare aircraft while I worked on this one. I refused to let him view her until she was 

completely done. He was sufficiently pleased. That was also when he instructed me to 

take out the armored seat back. When I protested, he told me it didn’t matter. “If he gets 

behind me then it is done in any case. Two hundred pounds lighter and I will at least be 

able to turn with him, eh?” 

 

“How many kills do you have?” Tango Foxtrot One asked. 

 

“Fifty,” Marshal responded. “I am passing angels six. Angels ten and we level out. I will 

approach south, you north so the sun will be equal for us both. After we have passed 

safely, we will begin.” 

 

“You have honor,” the other pilot told him. “You are not a Wolf.” 

 

“No, I am not a Wolf,” he responded, and the crowd behind me became oddly quiet. 

 

“I too have fifty. By tonight… fifty one,” the other pilot told him; and then the airwaves 

became silent. 

 

The sun found Marshal’s aircraft again as he made his final turn. The silver of its skin 

reflected diamond bright for just a second and then I discerned a streamer of black 

exhaust as the Fox pushed his throttle to full. I craned my neck around and quickly found 

the other fighter. It too had a streamer of black and I saw that it was a Frig. The bottom of 

its large rounded wings and stubby fuselage were painted a deep blue which contrasted 

slightly to the sky, not hiding it at all. Frigs, I had learned from the mechs had a liquid 

cooled engine and carried two heavy guns and four light. The Sircoy carried eight light 

but they had a more rapid fire. 

 

In a moment they passed and then the aerial ballet began. I found myself praying to a 

God I didn’t believe in for Marshal’s victory as the Frig turned inside of the Sircoy. 

Apparently Tango Foxtrot One thought it was to be an easy kill and yelled out over the 

radio, “Res res res!” As he made his call, I heard the chatter of his guns. 

 



Marshal dove, the huge fuel injected engine easily pulling the craft earthward in a 

negative G maneuver. The Frig had a carburetor and would stall out under excessive 

negatives and I saw the enemy move smoothly into a climb.  

 

The silver aircraft immediately reversed itself and pulled into an almost vertical climb 

using the speed gained in the dive to get back into the fight. When Marshal was higher 

than the enemy, I saw his craft make its signature lazy roll and then point its nose 

earthward again looking for the Frig. With a burst of black exhaust, the Fox quickly 

caught up and I saw the winking tracers flashing around the other aircraft. The Wolfs 

behind me cheered, but it was too early for a celebration as the other pilot jinked and 

jiggled; moving inadvertently into a flat spin as my Fox flashed past. The spin was 

violent and death dealing… or should have been for most pilots, but in a mater of a few 

seconds the Frig was righted and flying right towards us. As I held on for dear life, the 

pilot began a panicked evasive maneuver; but the enemy flashed past without firing a 

round. 

 

“You are very good Tango Foxtrot Two,” I heard him call out on the radio. “Do you wish 

to call a draw and go home to your vixen?”  

 

I realized then that the enemy knew who he was dealing with. I began searching the sky 

for the trap I knew certainly must be there. In the sun… they had to be in the sun… 

 

And that was when I saw the first of three Frigs falling from altitude; smoke and flames 

eating them as they fell. 

 

“Res res res!” came across the radio, but it was Marshal calling this time. “You have no 

honor Tango Foxtrot One! I will kill you now.” 

 

Our bomber buffeted as the Silver Sircoy passed close enough to scrape paint had she 

been painted. The bomber pilot, no longer having fun, tilted over until our craft stalled 

and was heading towards the earth in a sickening dive. I surly screamed my lungs out 

until finally we were righted and flying again. The engines moaned loudly as we then 

sought to climb. 

 

“Where are they?” I called out, not remembering to push the microphone button. No one 

heard me and I suppose no one would have cared if they had. I heard the words ‘Bandit 

bandit bandit’ in my headset, and I immediately set about charging the bombardier’s 

machine gun. In this I was at least trained, having spent a time in the bomber forces 

before meeting Marshal. There was a sound like hail and bullet holes appeared around me 

to the flash of a Frig over flying us. I squeezed off a burst, raking his belly to no good 

effect, or so I thought until he caught fire and spun out of control. I did not celebrate the 

victory. 

 

Chancing a glance over my shoulder I saw bloody bodies where Wolfs had been standing 

only a moment before. Another of them was standing at the ventral gun, ripping bursts of  

fire off behind us; legs wide apart and riding the aircraft like it was something alive. 



 

We were now within sight of the airfield, but making it there was doubtful as I clearly 

heard the pilot calling a Mayday. 

 

That was when I saw Marshal’s aircraft flying next to us. It had lost much of its silvery 

luster to a black clinging soot caused by the smoke coming from his engine. The cockpit 

area was full of holes and I stupidly pounded upon the glass of the bomber’s nose trying 

to gain his attention. The canopy moved backwards and smoke poured out with this. 

Marshal was there, and I willed him to bail out bail out bail out bail out.  

 

He waved at me and smiled, giving me his thumbs up sign. 

 

I waved back… and then his aircraft blew up. 

 

It just blew up. 

 

I shall never forget Marshal Fox. Nor shall I forget the way the sun flashed from his 

silver wings as he climbed to meet a dishonorable foe. 

 

 

Fly free my friend, 

Fly free forever. 

The earth cannot hold you now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


